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Elizabeth C. Jewett
Superintendent – Watchung Hills Regional High School
108 Stirling Road
Warren, NJ 07059
Dear Superintendent Jewett,
Our coalition of advocates for freedom of expression in education is concerned by reports
that the widely acclaimed graphic novel, Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic, by Alison Bechdel
has been challenged in your district.
We understand that the book – which was recently added to your 12th grade curriculum
after a two-year review – contains illustrations that some parents have objected to,
prompting a review per Watchung Hills District Policy 2240.
We write to offer our support as you perform this review. We urge you to base your
decisions on pedagogical motives, rather than yielding to ideologically motivated pressures
from some groups or parents.
Our legal system recognizes images, like words, as symbolic expression protected by the
First Amendment. Removing Fun Home simply because some parents dislike a few
illustrations in the book would be constitutionally suspect. See Monteiro v. Tempe Union
High School District (9th Cir. 1998) (recognizing the First Amendment right of students to
read books selected for their “legitimate educational value,” even if offensive to some
parents and students). Rather, the Supreme Court has said that public schools should base
curricular decisions on pedagogical reasoning, not to satisfy an “officially prescribed
orthodoxy.” See Board of Education v. PICO (1982).
Graphic novels combine visual art with literary and cinematic techniques for educationally
rich storytelling. Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home is an essential text that has been recognized
with significant literary awards. The book has been heralded within the literary and arts
community as “a pioneering work” in the comics and memoir genres. (New York Times
Sunday Book Review). The inspirational novel chronicles Bechdel’s real-life struggles of
sexual identity, emotional abuse and domestic strife while growing up in rural Pennsylvania
with a closeted gay father. Bechdel’s memoir is resonant with many youth experiences and
offers teen readers a safe place to examine questions related to personal identity, family
relationships, and the need to face the truth in their own lives.
While the book does contain a few images that some may find sexually explicit, these images
are an integral part of the larger narrative. Booklist has recommended Fun Home for young
adult readers, noting that the “the very few incidental sex scenes” are “non-prurient” and

that “the family story rings utterly and movingly true.” The Comic Book Legal Defense Fund
has produced a discussion guide to aid teachers in moderating discussions on these
questions and Bechdel’s use of illustration. We hope your teachers will find the guide
(attached) useful.
Some parents may still find their children are not yet mature enough to appreciate the
literary and artistic value of Fun Home. We encourage you to offer them alternative
assignments, rather than removing Fun Home from the curriculum and thereby denying all
students the opportunity to read and learn from its pages.
We hope that your review committee will consider and prioritize educational qualities over
the ideological objections of some parents and keep Fun Home in the 12th Grade curriculum.
Please do not hesitate to contact us for further guidance. Thank you.
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